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(1)    INTRODUCTION
Informational masking (IM) from competing talkers [1] can be broken down into:

Low-level IM – failure of source separation; mainly perceptual
High-level IM – influence of long-term knowledge; linguistic and cognitive factors

We refer to high-level IM as informational interference (Inf-Int)

In this study, we aim to isolate one possible way in which Inf-Int may arise: 
knowledge of the language of competing talkers. We are also interested in
and how listeners’ ability to control Inf-Int changes over time

Native (L1) listeners are better than non-native (L2) listeners in SPiN tasks [2-3]
Additionally, listeners can become better at segregating competing talkers over time [4]

However, change in Inf-Int over time for L1 and L2 listeners has not yet been explored.

HYPOTHESES
• Knowledge of the language of competing talkers is required to give rise to Inf-Int
• Inf-Int will decrease over time as listeners become better at segregating talkers

PREDICTIONS
• Listeners with knowledge of the competing talkers’ language will have worse 

performance in known rather than unknown language maskers, irrespective of L1/L2 status
• Listeners will improve in SPiN performance over time
• Listeners will improve faster in unknown language maskers relative to known language 

maskers

PARTICIPANTS
62 young adults with no known speech or hearing impairments tested in-person

Age 18-35. Experiments 1 & 2: in-person testing;  Experiment 3: recruited via Prolific
Experiment 1:  32 L1 English listeners (no knowledge of Sinitic languages)
Experiment 2:  30 L2 English listeners (all L1 Mandarin)
Experiment 3:  48 L1 Mandarin listeners (varying proficiency with L2 English)

STIMULI
Target: 200 English IEEE sentences (female talker) 

• F0 adjusted to 210 Hz and perceived vocal tract length (VTL) shifted proportionally 
[5]

Masker: 64 BKB-R sentences (two female talkers)
• Derived from one L1 Mandarin L2 English talker with a perceived British accent in 

English 
• Mandarin translations matched for semantic content
• For each language

• Manipulated F0 and VTL of each speech stream to ~195 Hz and ~225 Hz
• Segmented into 4.16 s chunks (3.16 s longest target sentence + 0.5 s at onset and 

offset)
• Derived four conditions:

• English Forward,  English Backward,  Mandarin Forward,  Mandarin Backward
• Backward speech time reversal of each 4.16 s chunk (control for EM)

Target / Masker SNR: -3 dB (native listeners),  +1 dB (non-native listeners) [2]

PROCEDURE
Demographic questionnaire about language knowledge
All listeners presented with English instructions
Blocked by condition,  50 trials in each condition,  rest break after each condition
Block order randomised between listeners  (Latin Square design)
Self-paced transcription of target talker
Scoring: proportion of keywords correct (i.e. 3/5 -> 0.6)

ANALYSIS
GLMM (binomial distribution, log link)
Predictors <- Masker Language [English / Mandarin], Masker Direction [Forward / 
Backward], Time [Trials 1-50, rescaled between 0-1, i.e. trial 1 <- 0.02, trial 2 <- 0.04 etc.],
(+ English Proficiency [Overall IELTS Score, rescaled and centred, Experiments 2 & 3])

Listeners and Stimuli as random intercepts
Forward stepwise procedure to determine final predictors
Significance assessed via likelihood ratio tests

(2)    METHODS

All participants improved in SPiN performance over time.

If listeners knew the language of the competing maskers, they experienced greater Inf-Int
relative to unknown language maskers, but only if the masker and target languages for the 
listening task were the same language.

Release from linguistic masking increased over time only for L1 English listeners. Native 
listeners improved at a faster rate in the backwards conditions relative to the forward 
conditions with a larger Inf-Int in the known language condition (English) than the unknown 
language maskers (Mandarin). L2 English listeners experienced no change in release from 
masking over time. L1 Mandarin listeners experience greater release from masking in 
known task-relevant language conditions, than known task-irrelevant language conditions

Listener group difference could result from differences in task cognitive demands upon the 
listener groups. Even with an SNR concession, L2 listeners may have recruited a greater 
cognitive capacity, with less scope to improve relative to the native listeners.
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(4)    CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 1. (above) Native English listeners improvement over time in the English (A) and Mandarin (B)
masker conditions, and listeners’ aggregated transcription performance (C).
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FIG. 2. (above) Non-native listeners improvement over time in the English (A) and Mandarin (B)
masker conditions, and listeners’ aggregated transcription performance (C).
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FIG. 3. (above) Native Mandarin listeners improvement over time in the English (A) and Mandarin 
(B) masker conditions, and listeners’ aggregated transcription performance (C).
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(3)    RESULTS

RESULTS (legend: n.s. p > .05, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)

Experiment 1: L1 English Listeners (English targets). See FIG. 1.
*** Main effect of Masker Language, performance in English < Mandarin  
*** Main effect of Masker Direction, performance in Forward < Backward
*** Main effect of Time, i.e. improvement over time   
*** Masker Language x Masker Direction interaction  
* Masker Direction x Time interaction, i.e. reduction in Inf-Int over time. 

Experiment 2: L1 Mandarin L2 English Listeners (English targets). See FIG. 2.
n.s. No Main effect of Masker Language, performance in English = Mandarin
*** Main effect of Masker Direction, performance in Forward < Backward
*** Main effect of Time, i.e. improvement over time   
*** Main effect of English Proficiency,  i.e. more proficient -> better performance
n.s. No significant interactions (all ps > .05)

including no Inf-Int reduction over time. 

Experiment 3: L1 Mandarin Listeners (Mandarin targets). See FIG. 3.
*** No Main effect of Masker Language, performance in English > Mandarin
*** Main effect of Masker Direction, performance in Forward < Backward
*** Main effect of Time, i.e. improvement over time   
n.s. Main effect of English Proficiency,  i.e. any English knowledge -> similar performance
*** Masker Language x Masker Direction interaction  
*** Masker Language x Time interaction, i.e. improvement rate in English > Mandarin
** Masker Language x English Proficiency interaction, i.e. less English proficient ->

greater difference between English and Mandarin conditions
n.s. Masker Direction x Time interaction, i.e. no reduction in Inf-Int over time
* Time x English Proficiency interaction, i.e. more English proficient -> greater improvement
** Masker Language x Masker Direction x Time interaction, i.e. differences between Forward

and Backward conditions (release from masking) increased over time in Mandarin 
conditions, but decreased over time for the English conditions


